
Stratford Unitarians

Here is quietness for the healing of our spirits;
Here is history for the background of our lives;
Here is thinking for the enlarging of our minds;
Here is fellowship for the warming of our souls.
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By an individual and collective shared experiences, by 
means of stories, silence, music, meditation ,prayers and 
listening to each other.

Having fun,sharing in life’s experiences as well as in each 
other’s insights and gaining an understanding of our own 
awareness; and that which is beyond our current focus.

We are Developing and evolving through our creativity, 
imagination and intuition.

Who 
are we?

We are a community of seekers asking questions of 
life, about its truth and meaning

How do 
we do 
this?

We are committed by engaging with 
the truth. Compassion,with a open 
heart and mind, inspired by wisdom 
from many sources. Diversity is at 
the fore front of the time we spend 
together.

We aim to be both respectful and 
inclusive .in forming our beliefs and 
values. What ultimately matters.is our 
principles of freedom, understanding 
and conscience.

IT IS CONTEMPORARY and 
rooted in the here and now.

Respecting tradition. And curious 
about the future, but grounded in 
todays world on a journey towards 
completion.

ETHOS AND PRACTISE

WHAT IS SU MINISTRY? 



WHAT CAN ONE EXPECT 
AT OUR CHURCH?

Experiencing ones own truth and being aware of others in sharing 
their experiences.

Our services are devotional and not doctrinal 

Belonging and sharing, accepting and being accepted 

Being of service by creating awareness in the community. Our 
space at SU is open at all times for quite reflection.

Working in partnership with others in the community

This is SU at its creative best. We provide a space for artists to 
showcase their work.

Walking alongside you on your personal journey.

SU places a unique perspective to this ritual as one gets to tailor 
make ones own ceremonies

WORSHIP

COMMUNITY / NEIGHBOURHOOD

SOCIAL ACTION

OUR ART SPACE

PASTORAL CARE

RITUALS OF PASSAGE



ART SPACE

CONTACT DETAILS. 

STRATFORD UNITARIAN. 
West Ham Lane
E15 4PH

Email 
sugallery@yahoo.com

Julianmeek@yahoo.co.uk

David Carapiet

07956381995. 
07903934455

ALL ARE WELCOME


